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Tour Summary 

 

This charming village lies near the northern 
base of the Golden Gate Bridge, just 30 
minutes by ferry from San Francisco. 
Centuries of whaling and boating have 
imbued a nautical ambiance into the flavor 
of this shopping and dining getaway. The 
views back to the city are spectacular. 
Sausalito features a three-acre model 
miniature ocean, rebuilt speakeasies, a 
fort/resort, and a kids’ outdoor Discovery 
Museum…plus houseboats, restaurants, 
marinas, coves, and much, much more… 
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Introduction 

 

 



 

 

Sausalito is San Francisco’s favorite 
getaway, just a quick boat ride across the 
bay. It has something for everyone: a 
massive model miniature ocean plus the 
real thing almost always in view, spiffy 
shops, rebuilt speakeasies, extraordinary 
views in almost every direction, good 
seafood, cliff-hanging mansions, a fort, and 
a kid’s touch-me-please outdoor 



exploratorium, all interwoven with local 
history and lore. 



 

 

And it’s all a short ride across the 
magnificent Golden Gate Bridge by car or 
bus, or past Alcatraz across a breathtaking 
bay by ferry—you can even bring or rent a 
bike! 



 

 

If you want to stay for several days, there is 
a brand new resort at old Fort Baker, lots of 
hotels in town, and enough different 
restaurants to last for weeks. So let’s start 
at an excellently laid out small downtown 
display center; see the park and stores; 
walk the waterfront; climb the back steps 
and paths; head east to the sea model, 
wharves, and historic boat-building site, 
then end up at the old fort grounds, the 



resort, and a super outdoor fun park for 
kids!  
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